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Synopsis 
  

They have been best friends ever since they were little girls. One, the 

narrator, is a dreamer, serious, shy. Her friend Justine is outgoing, joyful, 

radiant. Inseparable despite their differences, they grow up together, 

always surrounded by a close-knit group of friends. Ker Timéoscor, the 

holiday cottage in Brittany owned by Justine’s family, is where they spend 

unforgettable summers and discover life, discover love. This is where 

Justine meets charming, handsome Gabin. The two form a golden couple, 

under the narrator’s watchful and fascinated eye, who herself has to 

make do with the occasional attentions of a remote and unavailable man. 

And then tragedy strikes. After Gabin’s untimely and sudden death, the 

group of friends gather around Justine, who is inconsolable. Of course the 

narrator is called upon helping her best friend through this brutal ordeal. 

But nobody knows that she herself is hiding a guilty secret… 

 

A poignant novel about friendship and the irreversible moment in 

time when childhood and its innocence ends. 

  

Rights 

  
French sales : Paperback (Pocket) 

Camille Anseaume is a journalist for women’s 

magazines. She also runs the blog “Café de 

filles”, voted ‘best blog’ by ELLE magazine’s 

editorial team. 

Your Way of Being in the World 

Ta façon d’être au monde 
Camille Anseaume 

January 2016 - 234 pages 
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Author 



Synopsis 
 

At 25, Camille’s world falls apart when she finds out that she’s pregnant 

by the man with whom she shares her bed – but little else. 

 “The biggest commitment we’d ever made to each other was to say we’d 

be in touch at the weekend – and that was on a Tuesday. […] It’s about 

much more than sex, but a lot less than love. We’re stuck somewhere in 

the middle.” 

When her lover hears the news, he walks out and doesn’t come back. And 

so begin twelve weeks of hesitation – amidst meetings with friends, 

shouting matches with her family, and doctor’s appointments. Camille 

draws up lists of pros and cons, despairs as she climbs the seven floors to 

her garret flat, and bursts into tears when one of her yoghourts plunges 

to a sticky end below. The clock is ticking, but she just can’t make up her 

mind: should she keep the baby and bring it up on her own, or get rid of it 

and try and pick up where she left off? 

 

Camille Anseaume has written an endearing – and poignantly 

accurate – novel about the painful yet joyous transition from one way 

of life to another. At the end of the day, this tender, poetic and 

amusing narrative says more about the birth of a mother than the 

birth of a baby. 

Rights 

 
French sales: Paperback (Pocket) 

Foreign sales:  
Karakter (Dutch) 
Open Books (Korean)  
Ullstein Buchverlage (German) 

Camille Anseaume is a journalist for women’s 

magazines. She also runs the blog “Café de 

filles”, voted ‘best blog’ by ELLE magazine’s 

editorial team. 

A Tiny Bit of Nothing 
Un tout petit rien 

Camille Anseaume 
February 2014 – 252 pages 

  

Longlisted Prix de la Closerie des Lilas 2014 

Longlisted Prix du Roman Version Femina 2014 
  

English 
sample 

available 
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Synopsis 
 

Following a decade long international career in 

fashion between Dubai, Milan and Paris, as a 

Sales and Marketing Director, Fanny Auger 

became a fashion consultant for start-ups, and a 

valued contributor of the very popular French 

blog My Little Paris since 2010.  She has 

recently and very successfully founded the 

School of Life in Paris where she notably teaches 

classes on “How to have better conversations”, 

“How to reinvent yourself after a failure”, 

“Finding a job you love”. An increasing number 

of brands and companies are requesting her 

services to develop well-being and learn how to 

live wisely.  

 

Stop the Blabla 
Trêve de bavardages 

Fanny Auger 
March 2017 – 240 pages 
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Author 

What if we were to change the world, one conversation at a time? 
 
Between our addictions to everything digital, the unbridled rhythms of 
our lives and the constant hubbub surrounding us, our discussions are 
put into sequence and increasingly depleted. We feel like we are running 
in circles, repeating the same things over and over, bored, not 
understanding each other and not making ourselves understood. Yet, 
throughout History, the French have always cultivated the art of 
conversation and have endeavoured to place the exchange of ideas at the 
heart of their lives.  
 
In this first publication, Fanny Auger not only proves that true 
conversation is embedded in our culture, but also helps us to enrich and 
stimulate our exchanges so as to put an end to meaningless rhetoric. 
What defines a good conversation? How do we become better listeners? 
How do you break the ice without bringing up the weather? How do we 
take the time to really talk to each other? As the text unfolds, in a 
mischievous and good-natured tone, we come to discover that 
conversation is an art form in its own right that might well just change 
our lives, and even the world, if we practice it with the necessary 
ingredients: desire, open-mindedness, fortitude, and attention. 



Synopsis 
 

Rights 

 
French sales: Book-club edition (GLM) 

Born in Oran in 1954, Marie-Pierre Burtin, 

holder of an agrégation in Classical Studies, has 

taught and lived in Iran, Morocco and France. 

She now devotes her time to writing and is 

currently completing her second novel. 

Deep Within the Forest 
Dans la forêt lointaine 

Marie-Pierre Burtin 
January 2017 – 230 pages 
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Set in an ideal location, on the edge of a forest bordering a 

mountain, a debut novel whose tones conjure up tragedy, a story of 

oppression spanning generations, compelled by a ruthless and 

intriguing nature. 

 

The peaceful dead-end street “des Orsières” is in great turmoil: for the 

past few days, a stranger has been seen stationed there as if waiting for 

something - or could it be someone? The rumor mill is grinding at full 

speed. A jilted lover? A lunatic? Every family in the neighborhood, the 

Granges, the Favres, the Colottis, is convinced he must be either 

connected to the newcomers in town, Paul and Jamie, a retired couple, or 

to Cécile, the young and lovely piano professor. Yet no one seems to know 

him. As tensions grows high between the neighbors, the incongruous 

presence becomes increasingly disturbing and starts to stir up memories 

best forgotten. 

 

Author 



Synopsis 
 

A psychologically astute and emotionally wrenching novel that 

explores love and relationships in all their modern manifestations 

and makes us question our own convictions. 

 

Just before leaving on a short trip, Laure accepts her friend’s last minute 

invitation to have a quick drink with them. Quite inadvertently she learns 

through their offhand remark that Vincent, her new lover, is in fact 

already involved with another woman, Anne, a painter. Laure is shocked, 

she had no idea. She immediately calls Vincent who doesn’t deny – or 

explain. They decide that they need to discuss the future of their 

relationship face to face but both have pressing business obligations and 

won’t be able to see each other before almost two weeks. Two weeks 

during which Laure will have to come to terms with the news and think 

about what he and their relationship means to her, the value she places 

on fidelity, and what exactly she expects from love. And she’ll have time 

to find out more about the other woman… 

Two weeks to come to a decision. Two weeks where Laure’s principles 

and certainties will be tested, her very idea of who she is turned on its 

head. Two weeks after which nothing will ever be the same again… 

 

Rights 

 

French sales: Paperback (Pocket) 

Catherine Charrier works for a renowned 

advertising company. Deeply involved in the 

question of women’s rights and equality 

between the sexes, she is also the author of 

L’Attente (The Wait), published in 2012. 

Non Exclusive 
Non exclusif 

Catherine Charrier 
March 2016 - 252 pages 
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Author 



Synopsis 
 
On a peninsula battered by the ocean winds, a grandfather 
desperately tries to prove his grandson’s innocence, come wind or 
high water. Christine Desrousseaux takes us on a moving and 
engrossing journey, with a novel cadenced by the rythm of the tides.  
   
On a Northern beach deserted by the holidaymakers, Jean plunges into 
the cold, icy water. Regardless of the weather, he goes swimming, to 
forget his ageing body, to forget his grandson Léo, locked inside his room 
and inside his body since returning from Afghanistan.  
Léo, who wakes up screaming in the night. Léo, who makes him feel 
afraid. When did it happen, when did the laughing child with whom he 
was so close get lost and fly away? The day his mother disappeared 
without a trace? Or on one of his tours: over there?  
  
One evening, Léo, in a drunken stupor, assaults a young lady. He gets 
away with it, provided he apologizes to her. But when a teenager goes 
missing just a few days later, the seed of doubt is planted inside Jean’s 
mind. What if Léo has committed an act from which he can’t come back? 

 

Rights 

 
French sales: Paperback (Le Livre de 
Poche) 

 

Christine Desrousseaux lives in Lille. Asides 

from being an advertising copy-writer, she has 

also written several detective novels, which 

include Drame au Cap Gris-Nez (published by 

Ravet Anceau, 2012). 

 

Troubled Water 
Mer agitée 

Christine Desrousseaux 
March 2017 – 250 pages 
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Synopsis 
 

After finishing Gustave Flaubert’s debut novel Madame Bovary, Austia, 16, 
vows never to let herself be consumed by quixotic expectations. She feels 
different from the others, and dreams of a unique destiny far from the 
humble and satisfied life of her parents. She thus decides to keep a clear-
headed view of her life and not get lost in the devastating throes of 
reckless passions. As opposed to her schoolmates, she is intent on 
choosing reason over heart in picking a lover and soon sets her sights on 
Théodore who seems to match her expectations. In her excessive 
attempts to think her life however, does Austia not risk actually passing 
by it?  
 
A dark and harrowing first novel on an anti-Madame Bovary’s 
inability to live, a young girl who in choosing oblivion over 
imperfection, challenges the meaning of our lives. 
 

 

Axelle Faussadier is 34. After completing her 

Classical Studies, she went on to become a 

French language teacher. She currently teaches 

in a secondary school in Paris. 

 

An Incomplete Life 
L’inachèvement 

Axelle Faussadier 
January 2017 – 370 pages 
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Synopsis 
 

Alice’s life couldn’t be better. At 35, she has a happy marriage, is mother to 

a lovely little boy and enjoys an exciting and rewarding career. 

Jérémie is in a darker place. Having followed his calling as a priest, he finds 

himself discouraged by the small number of souls who still attend mass at 

the church where he officiates. His dream was to help people along the 

stony path of life, but with only twelve willing to listen, his scope is 

somewhat limited. 

 

Alice and Jérémie were childhood friends and went through thick and thin 

together in their native region of Burgundy. When Alice lost her mother, 

Jérémie offered an open ear and a shoulder to cry on. So of course Alice 

wants to help. Her job as a crisis manager is to counsel people with a PR 

problem - and what else would you call what Jérémie, and in a larger sense 

the Catholic church, are facing? 

 

Ever the pragmatist, Alice, a professed atheist, plunges headfirst into the 

heretofore completely unknown world of spirituality and the teachings of 

the major religions. And to her amazement discovers the unsuspected 

wealth and inner richness human beings can possess if only they allow 

themselves to be open to finding them. Imperceptibly her own view of 

what makes a fulfilled life changes… 

 

 

 

And You Will Find the Treasure Within You  
Et tu trouveras le trésor qui dort en toi 

Laurent Gounelle 
October 2016–336 pages 
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Rights 
 

French sales: Book-club edition (GLM) 

Audio-book edition (Audiolib) 

Large-print edition (Libra Diffusio) 

Paperpack ( Le Livre de Poche) 

 

Foreign Sales:  

Alma Littera (Lithuanian) 

Centre culturel Arabe (Arabic)  

Citadella (Slovakian) 

Colibri (Bulgarian) 

Corsair (United-Kingdom)  

Droemer-Knaur (German) 

La Nave di Teseo (Italian) 

Little Brown (United States) 

Pegasus (Turkish) 

Roca Editorial (Spain) 

Rybka (Czech) 

Trivium Kiado (Hungarian) 

Yolimwon Publishing (Korean) 

 

 

More than 200,000 copies sold in France 

Bestseller in France (Livre Hebdo List)    



Synopsis 
 

A new radiant and joyful novel by bestselling author Laurent 

Gounelle 
  

Recently divorced, father to little Chloé, Jonathan leads a home life that is 

prosaic enough. His professional life, however, is more taxing: for an 

insurance agent, every day is a struggle to make ends meet, in particular 

given trying economic circumstances. It’s not always possible to stick to 

one’s moral values. And the fact that Angela, his ex-wife, is also a partner at 

work, doesn’t make life any easier.  

One summer's day, while out on a stroll through the city, Jonathan has his 

palm read by a mystic who, visibly shaken, foretells his impending death.  

Although he does not really believe in these things, Jonathan is unsettled 

by this doom-laden announcement. Soon the thought begins to obsess him, 

to the point that he can no longer fulfil his duties at work as before. 

Jonathan starts to question the meaning of his life. What if everything were 

brought to an end tomorrow?  

He leaves to recharge his batteries at his aunt’s, the wise and joyful Margie, 

a former biologist who founded a research institute for neuroscience and 

"unexplained" phenomena. During his stay, she puts Jonathan through a 

series of experiments based on real scientific observations. His time with 

her will turn Jonathan’s vision of life, his life, on its head. 
 

A great feel-good novel which calls on us to assess our own lives and 

shows how we can be the architects of our own happiness. 

 

 

Rights 
 

French sales: Paperback (Pocket) 

 

Foreign sales:  

Alma Littera (Lithuanian) 

Colibri (Bulgarian) 

Goldmann (German) 

Pegasus (Turkish)  

Planeta (Spanish worldwide) 

Rybka (Czech) 

Swiat Ksiazki (Polish) 

Trivium Kiado (Hungarian) 

Yolimwon Publishing (Korean) 

 

The Day I Was Taught How to Live 
Le jour où j’ai appris à vivre 

Laurent Gounelle 
October 2014 – 288 pages 

  
450,000 copies sold in France 

3rd Bestseller in France (Livre Hebdo List)    

English 
sample 

available 
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Laurent Gounelle is a writer and a specialist in 

the social sciences. He trained in France and in 

the US. His books exude his enthusiasm for 

philosophy, psychology and personal 

development. His previous novels have all 

become bestsellers and been translated 

worldwide. 

 
Previous titles – Rights sold to : 
 

-Le philosophe qui n’était pas sage (Kero, 2012) 
French Sales : Pocket  ( Paperback) 
Foreign sales: 
Alma Littera (Lithuanian)   Pegasus (Turkish)  
China Citic Press (simplified Chinese)   Rybka (Czech)   
Colibri publisher (Bulgarian)   Sperling & Kupfer Editori (Italian) 
Eksmo (Russian)  Trivium Kiado (Hungarian) 
Goldmann (German)    Yolimwon (Korean)   
 Planeta (Spanish Worldwide)   
   

-Les Dieux voyagent toujours incognito  (Anne Carrière,2010) 
French Sales : Pocket  ( Paperback) 
Foreign sales: 
Alma Littera (Lithuanian)   Pegasus (Turkish) 
Goldmann (German)    Rybka (Czech)   
Hay House (English US)    Swiat Ksiazki (Polish)   
Philobia (Romanian)    Sperling Kupfer (Italian)   
Planeta (Spanish)    
   

-L’Homme qui voulait être heureux ( Anne Carrière, 2008) 
French Sales : Pocket  ( Paperback) 
Foreign sales: 
Alma Littera (Lithuanian)  Objetiva (Portugese)  
Athena Press (complex Chinese) Pegasus (Turkish) 
Balgunsesang (Korean)  Philobia (Romanian) 
China Citic Press (simplified Chinese) Rybka (Czech) 
Futami Shobo (Japanese)  Shtëpia Botuese Toena  (Albanian)  
Goldmann (German)  Sinais de Fogo (Portuguese)   
Hay House (English US)  Sperling Kupfer (Italian)  
Kinneret (Hebrew)  Sinisukk publishing (Estonian)  
Livanis (Greek)  Trivium Kiado (Hungarian)  
Maeva (Spanish)   Uitgeverij  Archipel (Dutch) 
   

Rights sold in 23 countries 

LAURENT GOUNELLE 

7th bestselling French 

author 

2.500.000 copies sold 

in 2015 

in France 
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Calais My Love 
Calais mon amour 

Béatrice Huret with Catherine Siguret 
May 2017  - 250 pages 

  

Rights 

  

Author 

Synopsis 

This is the tale of an extraordinary encounter between two fundamentally different 
people: a woman, who’s been living an ordinary life and who, for the love of a migrant, 
lets go of her prejudices, moves mountains and rages battles against absurd laws until 
she is assigned with a fiche S. In return, he teaches her courage, strength, dignity, and 
gives her back a taste for forgotten love, along with an even more valuable taste for 
truth, which she has decided to share today 
 
Béatrice’s life was never meant to take a turn onto the risky paths of the Jungle: an 
adult educator, the widow of a policeman, she lives with her 16 year-old son and her 
76 year-old mother in a great big house on the outskirts of town. A nice and quiet 
existence far removed from the “jungle” in Calais, where over 9,000 people are 
crammed in the most precarious conditions. One day, Béatrice picks up a young 
migrant hitchhiker who asks her to drop him off there. She witnesses children playing 
in the mud and her entire world turns upside down. To begin with, through material 
solidarity: she appeals for donations and distributes blankets and food inside the 
jungle. Then, in February of 2016, a group of Iranians sew their mouths together to 
protest against their living conditions. Amongst them, Moxtar, their spokesman, 
who’d arrived in France in the fall of 2015 after crossing the Mediterranean in a 
makeshift boat. Béatrice, who has become a regular visitor, redoubles her efforts and 
support. She starts bringing water to those who have stitched their own mouths and 
her eyes meet those of Moxtar. A regular host of the No Borders who is under close 
scrutiny by the police asks Béatrice if she can host the Iranian for some time. Béatrice 
accepts: Moxtar is an intellectual, a Persian teacher. After hours on end of unbridled 
discussions with the help of “google translate”, Béatrice and Moxtar move on from 
simple glances to a full-blown love story. For a month, their love knows no bounds. 
But their time is limited by Moxtar’s imminent departure towards England on a 
makeshift boat, despite Béatrice’s misgivings. 
 

Béatrice Huret is a former caregiver turned 
adult educator. She lives on the outskirts of 
Calais with her son and her mother. She has 
been placed under court supervision and 
assigned a fiche “S” for “helping a foreigner in 
an organized group illegally enter, circulate or 
stay in France.” She is currently awaiting trial. 

Rights 

French sales: 
 Paperback (Le Livre de Poche) 
 
Foreign sales:  
Rizzoli (Italy)  



Synopsis 
 

The deep and emotional account of an Auschwitz survivor 

  

Ginette Kolinka was born on February 4th, 1925, in Paris to a non-

practicing Jewish family. On February 13th, 1944, the Gestapo arrested her 

father and little brother, along with Ginette. They were all detained at the 

Drancy camp, and deported to Auschwitz II-Birkenau. Ginette was tattooed 

with the identification number 78 559. She survived the camp, where she 

met her future friends, Simone Veil and Marceline Loridan-Ivens. 

  

When she was liberated in May 1945, she weighed less than 62 pounds. 

She was reunited with her mother and four sisters. The fifth one had been 

deported. “When the door opened, I fell into my mother’s arms. I was too 

weak to stand, and as my mother led me to the couch, she said ‘I’m 

expecting news from your father and Gilbert.’ Without softening the blow, I 

answered ‘News?! They were gassed when they arrived and their bodies 

were burned!’ At that time, I had lost all sentimentality. My poor mother. 

She died in 1951 without ever bringing it up to me again.” Ginette was 

married in 1951. She started working in markets again. Today, at the age of 

91, she often shares her story with young people, and accompanies 

numerous trips to Auschwitz. She is also the mother of Richard, the 

drummer of the legendary band Téléphone, and the grandmother of 

Roman, a well-known actor.  

  
  
  

 

 

A French Story 
Une famille française dans l’Histoire 

Ginette Kolinka with Philippe Dana 
October 2016 – 220 pages 

  

Ginette Kolinka  At 91, Ginette Kolinka is one of 

the few remaining survivors of the camps, and 

an outspoken witness to the horrors of those 

times.  

 
 

Philippe Dana collected Ginette Kolinka’s 

testimony. He is a journalist, producer, and 

television and radio host.  
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Synopsis 
 

From Adventure to Zoom, an A to Z dictionary of famous French 

filmmaker Claude Lelouch’s life. Lelouchissime ! 

 

At 78 years of age, Claude Lelouch still has many passions: women, 

movies, life… He discusses film sets, secrets and whims of the stars he 

worked with. He reveals what makes the “Lelouch touch” – the 

importance of spontaneity and improvisation that anchor his films so 

deeply in a given moment in time but also make them timeless. A lesson 

in life and movies, this dictionary underscores why Claude Lelouch 

already firmly belongs into the Hall of Fame of French cinema. 

Cinema “I love cinema in a way that you can’t even imagine! I gave my 

life to the movies. Why? Because I’m sure that one day, a film will be so 

beautiful, so perfect, so extraordinary, so visionary that in two hours it 

can change a lot of things and maybe even history…” 

Life “I love suspense, I love being surprised, I don’t want to be told the 

ending of a film. I firmly believe that the present is the only safe bet in 

life…” 

Women: “Adultery is a high-wire act. You need proficiency, especially if 

you have a bad memory. I’ve always been crap at it.” 

 

 

   

  

The Dictionary of My Life 
Le dictionnaire de ma vie 

Claude Lelouch 
September 2016 – 288 pages 
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Claude Lelouch, born in 1937, is widely known 

as a filmmaker, screenwriter and producer. His 

more than 50 films among which A Man and a 

Woman, Life for Life or Les Misérables, have 

received several major awards. 

 
 
 

Author 



Synopsis 
 

 
An accurate and sensitive novel that manages to express a woman’s 
descent into madness…  
  

Eva is a dancer, raising her son, Clément, alone. Since her partner’s 

accidental death, Eva goes through periods of absence, or on the contrary, 

periods where she’s euphoric, or where she rants irrationally. Her loved 

ones are trying to deal with her mood swings and her way of rationalizing. 

There is Amir, with whom she has started a new life, and who is torn 

between his love for her and desperation; Clément, her gifted son, who 

despite his young age understands that his mother is changing; Nora, her 

best friend, racked with guilt. And in the middle is Eva, who is struggling 

not to fall apart.  

 

 

 

Léa Lescure was a contemporary dancer. 

She trained at the Merce Cunningham 

Dance Company, and has performed on 

numerous stages: New York, Berlin, Paris… 

She is now a journalist (Rue89, Mouvement 

review) and author. Her first novel, Les 

Nuits mélangées, was published in 2013 by 

Kero.  

The Great Fall 
Ciel Percé 

Léa Lescure 
August 2016 – 256 pages 
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Author 



Synopsis 
 
Michael Lonsdale is a highly secretive man. In this very personal, funny, 
moving dictionary, from Amour (love) to Zen, for the first time he lifts the 
veil on his life and reveals his humanity and spiritual riches. His charming 
anecdotes introduce us to major figures of the cinema and theatre – he 
has starred in films by Truffaut or Spielberg, acted in plays by Marguerite 
Duras, Samuel Beckett or Anton Chekhov. And we get a glimpse of the 
faith that has shaped and structured the life of this great modern mystic. 
 
Love: “I had my heart broken quite early on and this very much affected 
the rest of my life. The person I loved wasn’t free, and I’ve never been 
able to fall in love with anybody else. So this is why at 85 I’m still single! 
Her name was Delphine Seyrig…” 
Vital: “Praying is like breathing to me. Prayer is so necessary in this 
world! It’s a readily available and highly effective weapon, because you 
can’t change things by beating someone up. To pray is like confiding in a 
close friend.” 
Zen: “When I started out I was rather anguished… I remember my knees 
shaking at my first Festival d’Avignon and I used to drink to regain my 
composure. But life taught me to rejoice in my faith and my work. I’ve had 
the good fortune to be able to do what I aspired to: to act and to paint. 
This makes me happy! And this happiness is the antidote to my stage 
fright.” 
 

 

 

  

The Dictionary of My Life 
Le dictionnaire de ma vie 

Michael Lonsdale 
September 2016 – 270 pages 
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Born in 1931, Michael Lonsdale has been a 

fixture in French and international cinema since 

the 1950s, starring in Nouvelle Vague films like 

François Truffaut’s The Bride Wore Black 

(1967), but also in major Hollywood 

productions (James Bond, The Name of the 

Rose). He also pursues a career in theatre, both 

as an actor and director. In 2011 he was 

awarded a César for his role in Of Gods and 

Men by Xavier Beauvois. 

 

Author 



Synopsis 
 

Dawn breaks over London. On a kitchen table lies a man’s body – minus its 

internal organs. The murderer is an old lady of impeccable standing. How 

could she have come to kill the man she brought up as her own son? It 

makes no sense – and yet everything points to her as being guilty. 

Two days later, the same thing happens again: a man is killed in similar 
fashion by the person who loves him more than anyone else in the world.  
And so it goes on, with a new victim every twenty-four hours.  
All the murders are linked by a common thread: distraught suspects and 
epitaphs in letters of blood: 
“May this sacrifice bring peace to the soul of He whose Name is no more”. 
Amid these inexplicable murders, three destinies become interwoven. 
McKenna is an Irishman: a policeman, the father of four boys, widowed a 
year ago and still grief-stricken. 
Dahlia Rhymes is an American criminologist who specialises in ritual and 
satanic murders, assigned to figure out what makes killers tick. 
Nils Blake is a semi-retired barrister who is willing to return to court to 
defend these unlikely perpetrators. 
Three destinies – and three lives irreversibly changed. 
  
The tale is packed with breath-taking suspense, larger-than-life 
characters and a completely unexpected plot twist at the end. Halfway 
between the works of Stephen King and Michael Connelly, on the 
borderline between love and death, this thriller will leave its mark on 
you. 
 

Rights 

   

French sales: Paperback (Pocket)  

Foreign sales : Hyundae Munhak (Korean)  

Previous title : Les Âmes rivales (2012) 

Chaek-Se-Sang Pub (Korean) 

Author 

Born with the storytelling urge, René Manzor 

originally pursued his passion in cinema. His 

first two films caught the attention of 

Hollywood. After working as a scriptwriter and 

director on major US productions (The 

Adevntures of Young Indiana Jones: Demons of 

Deception) as well as for French TV, his first 

novel, Les Âmes rivales (‘Rival souls’), was 

published in 2012. 

He Whose Name is no More 
Celui dont le nom n’est plus 

René Manzor 
May 2014 – 396 pages 

  Prix Polar 2014 du Meilleur Roman Francophone  

 – Festival de Cognac 
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English 
Translation 

 available 

TV series adaptation – Abrafilms /Newen 



Draw Your Own Comic !  
La bande à dessiner 

Raphaël Mezrahi 
November 2015 

  

Synopsis 
  

 

Raphaël Mezrahi has created a brand new concept: the comic without 

drawings! In La bande à dessiner the customary bubbles contain short, 

amusing and quirky stories but it’s up to the reader to draw the images to 

go with them.  

For any age, sex or persuasion, alone or with others: your inspiration is 

all that counts to create your very own comic book. 

  

Author 

Raphaël Mezrahi is a well-known French 

comedian and producer. Posing as a fake 

journalist he has ambushed many celebrities to 

hilarious results. He is also a regular 

contributor on several tv shows. 
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Draw Your Own Comic !  
La bande à dessiner  

Raphaël Mezrahi 

 



Synopsis 
 

Somewhere in the city, a building stands up straight and secure, but not 

for much longer, judging by the strong smell of gas leaking out of an 

apartment... Before a lighter’s spark torches the five floors, let’s take a 

look inside: ten apartments, two on each floor. Ten interlacing stories 

about the men and women living there, going about their business just 

before the explosion. Who are they? What moments and coincidences will 

allow them to escape the blast? What were they thinking about that day 

when, without warning, an entire building disappeared from the city? 

 

Alice Moine offers us a beautiful first novel whose characters brush 

past each other in a perfectly choreographed back-and-forth, 

recreating the life of a building wherein the slamming of a door, a 

softly chanted lullaby, and the click-clack of heels over a wooden floor 

sketch out deep and intimate inner lives. 

Rights 

  
French sales: Paperback (Pocket) 

Author  

Alice Moine was born in 1971. She works in film 

and advertising as a screenwriter and editor. 

She lives in Paris. 

Winter Miscellanous 
Faits d’hiver 

Alice Moine 
September 2015 – 216 pages 

  

English 
sample 

available 
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Extramuros 
Philippe Nicholson 

 February 2015 – 343 pages  

  

Synopsis 
  

In a world facing rising temperatures and electricity shortages, business 

districts have risen up throughout the world. These highly-secure areas 

house employees from major companies in cosseted luxury. High walls 

and electric fences cut them off from the average citizens outside living in 

increasingly trying circumstances. These business districts have 

concentrated the majority of the world’s wealth, quickly becoming more 

powerful than the very states in which they are located. 

To the point that the Spanish government has just sold one of their 
regions for the creation of the first company-state in the world, 
Evergreen. A UN council is poised to decide on whether to recognize this 
new country in a few weeks in New York. Susan Craft, US National 
Security Advisor, is determined to oppose the move, but to do so she must 
go up against Ted Muller-Smith, the formidable business districts 
representative who has already obtained the vote of the four other 
Member States. But this is also a world in which the rumblings of revolt 
are beginning to be heard, with a resistance movement forming. Young 
Max wants to join the struggle, and soon becomes swept up in a chain of 
events which threatens to not only turn his life upside down, but shake 
the very foundations of the Earth. 
 
Faced with the threat of a world governed by companies, divided in 
those who seek personal gain and those motivated by moral 
convictions, everyone will have to take a stand, either for or against 
the powers that be. Philippe Nicholson has written the definitive 
political thriller for the 21st Century. 

  

Rights 

  
French sales: Paperback (Pocket) 

Author 

Philippe Nicholson has worked in the world 

of finance, written economic papers, been a 

crew member on Atlantic sailing expeditions 

and a consultant in the fields of marketing 

and finance. He has already published two 

novels: Krach Party (2009) and Serenitas 

(2012), with Carnets Nord. 

  

English 
sample 

available 
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Busty Blonde 
Blonde à forte poitrine 

Camille de Peretti 
February 2016 – 234 pages 

  

Shortlisted for Prix de la Closerie des Lilas 2016 

Synopsis 

  
At 17, naïve and pretty Vickie from a little town in Texas is already a 

mother and homeless. At 27, she’s known all over the world for her 

spectacular breasts, married to an insanely rich octogenarian, and jet-

setting from one photo shoot to the next. But it’s tough to keep up with 

the hard partying, a struggle to remain your own woman when the whole 

world is lusting after your body…   

If the story of a tall, curvaceous blonde from Texas who becomes first a 

stripper then a famous nude model, marries a billionaire, turns to drugs 

and alcohol and dies at 39 in a hotel room sounds familiar you’re on the 

right track: Blonde à forte poitrine is a short, evocative and beautifully 

written novel inspired by the tragic life of playmate Anna Nicole Smith.  

  

Rights 

  
French sales: Paperback (Pocket) 

  

Author 

Camille de Peretti was born in 1980 and lives 

in Paris. She is the author of five critically 

acclaimed novels. Her first book, Thornytorinx, 

was awarded the Prix du premier roman de 

Chambéry. 
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Synopsis 
 

The Pemberley bookstore is where you can find that amazing book you 

didn’t know you wanted, where you can rest your feet and indulge in 

some delicious cupcakes. Hanna has turned the place into an oasis for 

weary travelers, for she is one herself. After a painful breakup, this is 

where she has come to recover with her little daughter Eleanor. 

But Hanna has no idea that she is not the only one who is hiding 

something about her past. Her new husband, her sister and even her most 

faithful clients, old eccentric professor Allenwood and young Russian 

expat Elena, all of them are jealously guarding some secrets that will need 

only the tiniest spark to tear Hanna’s carefully constructed new life 

apart…  

 

After the success of La drôle de vie de Zelda Zonk, Prix des Maisons de 

la Presse 2015, former journalist Laurence Peyrin has written 

another delightful charmer of a novel, to be savored like one of 

Hanna’s cupcakes ! 

Rights 

  
French sales: Paperback (Pocket) 

A journalist for twenty years and a mother of 

six, Laurence Peyrin now devotes herself to 

writing, seeking out the quiet of Grenoble public 

library every day. 

Hanna 
Laurence Peyrin 

November 2015 - 277 pages 
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Author 



Synopsis 
 

On a Tuesday like any other, on a road she had taken so many times, 

destiny lies in wait for Hanna. Heavy rain, a truck…then a terrible 

accident. In the hospital where she is bedridden for many long weeks, 

Hanna becomes close to her roommate, a feisty, 85-year-old woman with 

a sparkling personality and an indomitable spirit. But in spite of their 

budding friendship, Hanna senses something mysterious about Zelda, 

who dodges any real questions about her past. When Hanna’s sister 

mentions that Zelda Zonk was the name that Marilyn Monroe used to 

escape from the public eye, Hanna starts to wonder… 

But of course it’s ridiculous. Everybody knows that Marilyn Monroe has 

been dead for fifty years. And yet… 

Hanna soon meets Zelda’s son, the seductive Michael, and her quiet, 

uneventful life is shaken to the core. All of a sudden, possibilities open up, 

but they come with dangers. After all, Hanna is happily married, isn’t she? 

Shouldn’t that be enough? But Hanna can no longer stop herself from 

thinking: if Zelda really was Marilyn, and she managed to swap the 

spotlight for a happier life in the shadows, can’t she try to change hers, 

too? Can anybody change their life if they dare to take the risk? 

 

What if Anybody Can Change Their Life? 

Rights 

   
French sales: Paperback (Pocket) 
Large Print ( À vue d’oeil)   

A journalist for twenty years and a mother of 

six, Laurence Peyrin now devotes herself to 

writing, seeking out the quiet of Grenoble public 

library every day. 

The Secret Life of Zelda Zonk 
La drôle de vie de Zelda Zonk 

Laurence Peyrin 
May 2015 – 393 pages 

  

Prix Maison de la Presse 2015 

English 
sample 

available 
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Author 



Synopsis 

   

Born in Geneva in 1984, Guillaume Rihs 
currently resides there and teaches History and 
English in a local high school. His first novel, 
Aujourd’hui dans le désordre, published by 
Kero in 2015, was awarded the Prix des 
écrivains genevois (Genevan writers award, 
whose previous recipient was Joël Dicker). 

The Role Model 
Un exemple à suivre 

Guillaume Rihs 
April 2017 - 234 pages 
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Author 

A hilarious and gleeful novel that makes fun of our “celebrationitis” - 
the compulsion to celebrate our great men. 
 
In Geneva, a small team is working on preparing the celebrations of the 
great Geronimo Jules, writer and politician, eulogist of secularism, dead 
twenty-five years prior, after drowning in his bathtub. The team is 
composed of a thirty-something kleptomaniac, of two sculptural Italian 
women in charge of communication, of three young artists and of the great 
man’s niece, Alberta Jules. The latter, obsessed with her uncle, dreams 
about a spectacular Quarter-Century in his honour.  
But, at the same time, George de Guy is also getting busy. This catholic 
author and songwriter, a strong advocate for freedom and debauchery, has 
always been Geronimo Jules’ nemesis, and he has set his mind on ruining 
the celebrations in his memory. 



Prix des écrivains Genevois 2014 

Synopsis 

  
Louise and her brother Eudes have decided to open the big family 

apartment in Geneva to passing strangers via a couchsurfing website. 

Their first guest is young Brit Victoria, 20, on her way to Greece. But 

shortly after her arrival heavy snow storms blanket most of Europe and 

Victoria is marooned at Louise and Eudes’ place, quickly to be joined by 

other flatmates stranded there. An American in town for a WHO meeting, 

two Swiss teenagers, a mute German on a pilgrimage, the old couple next 

door and their three Chinese visitors: this motley crew has to learn how 

to share space and supplies. Across language and cultural barriers, will 

they work out a way to live together? 

The first novel by Guillaume Rihs, recipient of the Prix des écrivains 

Genevois previously awarded to Joël Dicker, is a modern fable, a witty 

and charming comedy of manners which also subtly addresses some 

of today’s concerns such as climate change or consumerism. 

  

Rights 

  
French sales: Paperback (Pocket) 
  
Foreign sales:  
Ambo Anthos (Dutch) 
Sendic Books (Hebrew) 

Guillaume Rihs was born in 1984 in Geneva 

and teaches History and English in high school. 

The Prix des écrivains Genevois, previously 

awarded to Joël Dicker, was awarded to his first 

book. 

Today, Haphazardly 
Aujourd’hui dans le désordre 

Guillaume Rihs 
January 2016 - 232 pages 
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Author 



« Why » Illustrated 
Les pourquoi 
Philippe Vandel 

Illustrations by Cathy Karsenty and Madd 
 Published in 2012, 2013 and 2014 

 

  

Synopsis 
  
Curiosity did not kill the cat… 
 
Philippe Vandel tackles some of the questions you 
have always asked yourself without ever knowing the 
answer. To be enjoyed by the whole family and 
curious souls of all ages! 
 
Why was the baguette only invented in France? 

 

Why do cobras dance in front of snake charmers? 
 
Why do men fall asleep after making love? 
 
Why is black slimming? 
 
Why do we eat with a fork? 
 
Why are wedding rings worn on the ring finger? 
 
Everyone has noticed. But no one knows why.  
 
This book is made up of adult answers to children’s 
questions. Or maybe it’s the other way around. The 
questions can be read one at a time – but it can 
also be very hard to stop. 
  

Rights 
  

French sales : Paperback (Pocket) 

Graphic adaptation (Jungle) 

 

Foreign  sales : Les Pourquoi en images – 

2012 

Yeo Woon Pubishing (Korean)  

  

Philippe Vandel is a writer and journalist. He 

has written eight books, including Les Pourquoi 

en images, published by Kero in 2012. He 

presents two radio programmes on France Info, 

“Tout et son contraire” (Anything and 

everything) from Monday to Friday and “Les 

Pourquoi du weekend” (The questions of the 

weekend). He is also a presenter on French TV 

channel D8 on Cyril Hanouna's daily talk show 

"Touche pas à mon poste", and hosts the live 

Monday night programme on Sport 365. 
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